PiGNX

®

Bio-repellent for Birds
WHAT IS PiGNX?
An NSF approved, EPA registered repellent
that deters pest birds from landing or
roosting on structural surfaces such as
ledges, window sills, beams, parapets and
more.
Made from all natural products, PiGNX is an
eco-friendly bio-repellent that is harmless
to birds, animals and people. It can be used
almost anywhere on all types of surfaces. It
can also be used as a non-restrictive and
safe baiting and repellent method for the
dispersal of pest bird flocks. A safe and
humane alternative to flock dispersal
methods that utilize poisons.

birds. NSF approval means that PiGNX® can
be used in on and around restaurants and
food handling facilities.

HOW IS PiGNX APPLIED?
Apply PiGNX in beads with a caulking gun
using the 10 ounce cartridges or from the
bulk applicator guns that refill from the 5
gallon bulk pails.

Why PiGNX®?
3-4”

! Highly effective, all natural biorepellent for pest birds

Heavy infestation spacing

! Eco-friendly - harmless to birds,
animals and people

WHAT MAKES IT DIFFERENT?
PiGNX® is not just a sticky paste. It is a
contact repellent that uses capsaicin (what
makes chili’s hot) suspended in a clear gel
made from food-grade mineral oil. When
birds come into contact with the repellent,
they get a heated reminder that they are
not welcome here.
PiGNX® is used indoors and out. It is noncaustic, non-corrosive and will not harden,
freeze, evaporate or run in high
temperatures (tested up to 200o). It cleans
up with soap and water and has no illeffects if eaten by the birds.

IS IT SAFE?
YES. PiGNX® uses only food grade, all
natural ingredients. It is harmless to birds,
people and pets. It will not entangle or trap

Refillable applicator gun

Apply beads in zigzag form on wider
surfaces using the following guide:
Heavy infestation 3/4” wide zigzag bead
with 3 to 4” gaps between peaks
Medium infestation 1/2” wide zigzag
bead with 3 to 5” gaps between peaks
Light infestation 3/8” wide zigzag bead
with 5 to 8” gaps between peaks

! Uses capsaicin suspended in a
clear, food-grade mineral oil gel
! Effective for all types of birds
! Will not trap or entangle birds
! Used indoors and outdoors
! Will not harden, freeze,
evaporate or run in high temps
! Cleans up with soap and water

Each cartridge should yield 8 to 12 feet of
bead depending on bead width. Each 5
gallon bulk pail equals about 64 cartridges
or 500 to 750 feet of bead depending on
bead width.

! Environmentally responsible
choice for bird control

Always apply as directed.

! Optional refillable applicator
gun and follow plates available

! Available in 10oz cartridges and
5 gallon bulk pails

ALWAYS read all product information and the product label before application!!
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